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Abstract
The distribution and generation of force within the myocardium during normal contractility
is dictated by the tissue's underlying 3D myoarchitecture. The presence of disordered
myoarchitecture may in turn constitute the pathological basis of impaired cardiac mechanics
in numerous clinical conditions, such as the remodeling heart following myocardial
infarction and cardiomyopathies. To investigate the multi-scale nature of architectural
disarray in the setting of myocardial disease, a dual imaging approach consisting of diffusion
spectrum magnetic resonance imaging (DSI) and high-speed multislice two-photon
microscopy (TPM) was used. DSI is a technique that derives fiber orientation from
directionality of proton diffusion, whereas TPM derives cellular alignment from an
autocorrelation of 3D resolved images of cells and subcellular structure. Mesoscale tract
representations of myofiber orientation are generated from similarly aligned diffusion or
autocorrelation vectors. These methods were applied to study induced myocardial infarction
in the rat and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy associated with deletion of the gene for myosin
binding protein C (cMyBP-C) in the mouse. Normal cardiac muscle fiber alignment within
the ventricular wall was characterized by a series of helical tracts transitioning from a left-
handed orientation in the subepicardium to circumferential in the mid-myocardium to right-
handed in the subendocardium. Infarcted hearts displayed a fiber void in the infarct zone
and an extension of both subepicardial and subendocardial fibers beyond the border zone.
It's hypothesized that the growth of fibers contributes to the remodeling process and
provides tensile strength to the myocardium during contraction. The hearts obtained from
the cMyBP-C knockouts displayed significant myoarchitectural disarray characterized by a
loss of voxel to voxel orientational coherence for fibers located from the mid-myocardium
to subendocardium, resulting in a change in the transmural progression of remaining helical
fibers. These observations suggest an association between cMyBP-C expression and cardiac
fiber alignment, where variations in torsional rotation may constitute a mechanism for pump
failure in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. These results substantiate the use of multi-scale
imaging methods to enhance understanding of molecular and cellular contributions to tissue
mechanical function.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Cardiac structure and function
The heart is a muscular organ with a pumping ability that regulates the rate of blood
oxygenation and the delivery of oxygenated blood and nutrients throughout the body. The
myocardium, with a total of four chambers, is separated by the septal wall into the right and
left half, each composed of an atria and ventricle.
RV
Figure 1.1.1. Circulation of blood through the heart 1. Deoxygenated blood (blue) flows
through the right ventricle (RV) to the lungs. Oxygenated blood (red) flows through the left
ventricle (LV) to the body.
From a physiological perspective, the expulsion and uptake of blood from various cardiac
chambers can be divided into systole (atrial and ventricular contraction) and diastole
(relaxation), respectively 2. During the course of diastole, blood continues to fill the
ventricles until the pressure surpasses that in the pulmonary artery and aorta, at which point
the blood is pumped from the right ventricle into the pulmonary artery and from the left
ventricle into the aorta. De-oxygenated blood flows from the body thru the right ventricle to
the lungs, while oxygenated blood flows from the lungs to the left ventricle into the body
(Fig. 1.1.1).
1.2 Cardiac myoarchitecture and mechanics
Cardiac myoarchitecture represents the macroscopic anatomical arrangement of muscle
fibers in the myocardium, and is believed to provide a template upon which myocardial
contractility occurs. At all stages of maturation, beginning with the embryo, cardiac form and
mechanics are associated with one another 3. The evolution of the heart as a fundamental
pumping organ is based on its ability to control mechanics at both the cellular and tissue
level. The development of such mechanical forces is reflected in the tissue's 3D fiber
orientation.
Streeter et al established that the highly anisotropic fibers of the heart may be portrayed as a
series of crossing helical structures, which vary in helix angle as a function of transmural
depth and location within the ventricular wall 4. Through exhaustive histological studies,
Streeter et al observed that the fibers in the left ventricular wall varied symmetrically as
helices from a left-handed -900 in the subepicardium to a right-handed +90" in the
subendocardium 4". On the basis of these observations, Streeter et al modeled the
myocardium as a set of nested fiber shells comprised of helices with gradually changing
angles '. Each shell consisted of parallel fibers and formed a spiral-like shape around the
heart. Others theorized that the myocardium was made of twisted sheets of myocardial cells,
each with a thickness of about four cells 8. The myocytes were tightly bound by collagen
within a sheet and loosely bound between sheets to allow shearing and extension of muscle
fiber sheets during contractile wall thickening 9. Torrent-Guasp further modeled the
myocardium as a continuous muscular band that twisted upon itself to form two helical
loops rather than individual fiber shells o0. While the details of these theories vary, all depict
cardiac fiber structure alignment in a fashion that is considered to be advantageous to
mechanical contraction and relaxation.
The myocardium contracts in a torsional manner, exhibiting apical twisting in systole and
rapid untwisting in diastole around the long axis 11, 2. The helical arrangement of fibers is
thought to help balance stress and strain throughout the heart during the course of these
deformations. Modeled as a "tethered network of muscle fibers", myofiber movement is
limited to lateral sliding or shearing, constrained by neighboring myofibers and the
myocardial wall 13. During contraction, the fiber strains shorten in the circumferential and
longitudinal directions, but thicken in the radial direction 5. In normal myocardium, the
midwall fibers only stretch circumferentially. Due to the helical orientation of fibers
comprising the myocardium, the fibers are theorized to become more longitudinal (non-zero
angle) and stretched during contraction 9, 13, 14. The increase in helix angle of fibers during
systole seems to affect fibers in the subendocardium moreso than in the subepicardium 3.
Fibers on the subepicardial surface are more readily able to stretch radially without
neighboring cells acting as barriers. Accordingly, the degree of rotation is greater in the
subendocardium than in the subepicardium 12. In addition, the normal strains felts by the
ventricular wall during both systole and diastole are greatest at the subendocardium, even
though transmural strains in the fiber direction are uniform.
1.3 Cardiac remodeling following myocardial infarction
Currently, myocardial infarction and its complications are the leading cause of death in the
world 15 and can arise from a collection of factors such as genetic predisposition, age,
smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, drug abuse, cholesterol levels, diabetes, high blood
pressure, obesity, and psychological stress. A myocardial infarction results from an abrupt
interruption or obstruction of blood flow to one or several regions of the heart, causing a
period of impaired oxygenation (ischemia) or tissue viability. Consequently, the heart takes
on a rounder shape as mechanical compensation for the loss of viable muscle tissue in the
ischemic zone. The majority of the injured tissue is replaced by scar tissue during the process
of remodeling 16. The ischemic zone is largely characterized by wall thinning, whereas the
non-ischemic areas are characterized by hypertrophy and reduced contractility 17, 8. Infarcted
hearts are generally characterized by increases in systolic and diastolic stresses.
Infarcted hearts undergo wound healing driven by the need to sustain normal blood
circulation throughout the body. This process of remodeling is largely affected by the loss of
cardiomyocyte regeneration and the need to regain mechanical function. Two to three days
post infarction, extracellular matrix proteins are deposited on the border zone of the
infarction and initiate the formation of granulation tissue ". The increase in collagen content
in the ischemic area is thought to provide tensile strength and prevent rupture of tissue due
to the rhythmic contraction of the non-infarcted cardiac tissue. However, it has also been
shown that collagenolytic activity can also cause distortion to tissue architecture 9.
Surrounding non-infarcted tissue shows signs of myocyte hypertrophy and ventricular
dilation to balance the increase in wall stress around the infarct zone 20. The helicity of
normal cardiac myoarchitecture is also disrupted post infarction. In the infarct zone, the
percentage of right-handed helices decreased while that of left-handed helices increased; in
the remote zones, the opposite trend occurred 21. In the case of maladaptive remodeling, it is
known that the heart fails to fully recover normal mechanical function. Consequently,
increase in collagen, myocyte hypertrophy, and fiber disarray can all lead to heart failure 22
1.4 cMyBP-C gene deletion and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
One of the largest categories of chronic disease in the world is pump failure related to
ischemic, hypertensive, or congenital hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Inherited diseases like
familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathies (FHC) currently afflict up to 1 out of 500 subjects
and is the lead cause of cardiac arrest for all age groups 23. Compared to a normal heart,
those afflicted with FHC are characterized by an enlargement of the ventricular walls. This
thickening of heart muscle often interferes with normal contraction and relaxation in several
ways - narrowing the outflow of blood from the ventricles, reducing the ability of the heart
to relax and fill with blood, or by reducing the functionality of the heart valves. Patients
often exhibit symptoms including chest pain, dyspnea, and palpitation 23, 24. The cardiac
tissue in FHC patients is often stiff, requiring more pressure for the muscle to contract. FHC
is often due to one or more mutations in myofilament proteins, causing contractile
dysfunction and pump failure. The myosin binding protein-C (cMyBP-C) is one of the two
most common genes that lead to FHC. cMyBP-C is a protein that binds tightly to myosin in
thick filaments and acts as a primary regulator of mechanical force and contraction. Because
subjects with FHC are characterized by a decrease in or mutated cMyBP-C expression,
homozygous knockout mice were selected to exhibit similar effects.
In normal myocardium, cMyBP-C reversibly binds to phosphate and thereby regulates the
interaction and binding between myosin S2 and actin 25, 26. When unphosphorylated, cMyBP-
C binds to myosin, preventing myosin from binding to actin, and vice versa. Upon myosin-
actin interaction, thin filaments slide over the thick, creating a change in sarcomere length
and inducing contractile movement. It is modeled that cMyBP-C acts to increase the rate of
force development at submaximal concentrations of Ca2+ 26-29. The ablation of cMyBP-C acts
like permanent phosphorylation, allowing myosin to bind actin more frequently, depending
only on the probability of myosin heads coming across actin binding sites. The mechanism
between myosin and actin interaction is then affected by changes in the cooperative cross-
bridging cycle, namely by increasing the number of strong-binding cross-bridges 28. Thin
filament activation is enhanced by strongly bound cross-bridges, and thereby influences the
rate of force development in the myocardium.
cMyBP-C gene deleted mice as young as three weeks displayed signs of hypertrophy through
increased measurements of left ventricle to body weight ratios and left ventricular diameters
29, 30. Histological sections of 14-week-old cMy-BP-C - - myocardium displayed structural
rearrangement of myocytes, which is consistent with pump failure and cardiomyopathy.
Previous studies using skinned cardiac myocytes or knockout mice showed increased
sensitivity to the Ca2+ due to an acceleration of force recovery at lower concentrations of
Ca2+ 27, 29. Furthermore, homozygous mice had depressed systolic and diastolic function.
More specifically, during systole or contraction, there is a shorter ejection period of blood
flow out of the ventricles. During diastole or relaxation, there is a longer period of time for
blood flow into the ventricles. The actual mechanism underlying the development of fiber
disorder and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy due to ablation of cMyBP-C remains unknown.
An alternative, and potentially complimentary, mechanism for explaining pump failure in the
case of congenital cardiac hypertrophy is the presence of altered myoarchitecture. Such a
finding would provide a means for translating cell specific impairments of contractile
function to tissue scale deformation and force generation. Impaired myoarchitecture in the
absence of cMyBP-C would imply a fundamental link between the expression of proteins
regulating rhythmic contraction and those associated with cell adhesion and alignment. Even
more compelling, the observation of altered myoarchitecture in the setting of cMyBP-C gene
deletion would provide a method for predicting the presence or extent of mechanical
dysfunction caused by other named molecular defects.
1.5 Exploration of multi-scale architecture
Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) is an imaging method capable of tracking multi-
directional molecular diffusion. By deriving the 3D spin displacement function per voxel,
DSI is able to determine the alignment of fiber populations 31-3. From a simple DSI
simulation of a set of 2D crossing fiber populations, the calculated orientational distribution
function (ODF) mimicked fiber alignment (Fig. 1.5.1) 34.
Figure 1.5.1. DSI simulation of 2D crossing fibers 34. (A) Finite element mesh of crossing
muscle fibers. (B) Image depicting average diffusion propagator computed from the mesh.
(C) ODF resulting from radial integration of image (B).
This model of water diffusion along a finite element mesh representing crossing muscle
fibers resulted in an average diffusion propagator (Fig. 1.5.1B), which was greatest at the
center of the crossing fibers. Here, the molecules are most likely to remain around this origin
at any given diffusion time. The extensions from the center are aligned with the fiber
directions in the mesh. As shown, the ODF is capable of resolving angular relationships of
intravoxel crossing fibers and depicting fiber patterns.
Through tractography, fibers derived from microscopic diffusion functions are portrayed at
a spatial scale of local deformation in a macroscopic tissue 34, 35. The reconstruction of tracts
in a 3D field has previously been used to examine the tongue 34-3 7and white matter tracts in
the brain 33, 38at a high level of detail. In previous studies, histological and DTMRI (diffusion
tensor MRI) have been used to study the tongue and infracted myocardium but lack the
highly resolved tractographic capability of DSI. Used here, DSI is capable of extracting
cardiac muscle fiber orientation based on diffusion strength and direction and then
translating cellular alignment into tissue structure, thereby providing a basis for comparison
of normal and abnormal myocardium.
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1.6 Impaired myoarchitecture and associated mechanics
A digression from normal cardiac myoarchitecture is believed to be associated with impaired
mechanics, and by extension, congestive heart failure. The two proposed cases discussed in
this thesis, myocardial infarction with subsequent ventricular wall remodeling, and gene
deletion of filament protein cMyBP-C, have been hypothetically linked with myoarchitectural
disarray and pump failure. Whether the fiber abnormality takes place as a result of an injury
to a fully developed heart or as a genetic mutation in an immature heart, the deviation from
normal fiber alignment caused by molecular alterations provides a link to organ scale
dysfunction.
It is generally accepted that alignment of cardiac myocytes during remodeling dictates its
myoarchitecture and thus, is coupled with alterations of mechanical strain 21, 39. In the first
goal of this study, DSI with tractography is used to examine the myofiber architecture of
normal and infarcted hearts to provide insights to the process of tissue remodeling and how
the formation of fiber structures affects cardiac mechanics. The second goal of this study
was to investigate the impact of cMyBP-C on macroscopic myocardial architecture and its
role in cardiac mechanics. DSI reflects the principal directions of proton diffusion within
myocytes whereas two-photon microscopy (TPM) depicts the morphology and mean
alignment of a set of individual muscle fibers. Together, with streamline tractography, a
multi-voxel and multi-scale representation of fiber architecture can be inferred. The use of
DSI and TPM here serves as an intermediary measurement of local deformation and link to
molecular and cellular changes such as shortened systolic ejection time and lengthened
diastolic relaxation time.
Chapter 2
Methodology
2.1 Animal preparations
2.1.1 Normal and infarcted rat hearts
Hearts were excised from four normal and four infarcted age-matched rat hearts. DSI
tractography and histology (H and E, and Mason's trichrome staining) were performed on
the normal and infracted hearts. Normal hearts were fixed by canulating the inferior vena
cava and infusing the myocardium with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution and then excised
under deep anesthesia. Upon removal, all hearts were fixed in a 1% paraformaldehyde
solution.
2.1.2 Induction of infarction in rat heart
Infarction was induced by permanent suture ligation of the left anterior descending coronary
artery. After three weeks, the infracted hearts were perfused-fixed and excised following the
same protocol as described for normal hearts. For histology, the hearts were cut
longitudinally along the horizontal long axis in the 4-chamber view in 5 uLm sections starting
from the anterior free wall surface of the left ventricle.
2.1.3 Wild type and cMyBP-C-' mouse hearts
Excised hearts from one wild type and three cMyBP-C/ - male mouse hearts were studied
and imaged using DSI tractography. One wild type and knockout heart were then imaged
using two-photon microscopy. Adult mice (8 to 36 weeks old) were injected with heparin for
euthanasia and anesthetized with isoflurane for rapid extraction of the hearts. Upon
extraction, hearts were fixed in buffered neutral 10% formalin.
2.1.4 Gene deletion preparations of the cMyBP-C'" " mouse hearts
The goal of this experiment was to characterize and quantify the myoarchitectural defect
associated with the cMyBP-C gene deletion. The method to produce mice lacking the
cMyBP-C gene was previously published 29. In brief, homozygous cMyBP-C null mice by
deleting exons 3-10 from the endogenous cMyBP-C gene and replacing those exons with a
neomycin resistance gene. The resulting targeting vector was electroporated into two
separate 129/Sv ES cell lines. Following characterization, the targeted clones were used to
generate chimeric founder mice. It has been shown that cMyBP-C expression in
heterozygous mice does not differ from wild type mice, and therefore one functional allele
provides sufficient compensation. cMyBP-C/- mice survived through senescence and were
fertile. Reverse transcription PCR, performed to 3' regions of cMyBP-C cDNA, was
implemented to identify the absence of cMyBP-C RNA expression in cMyBP-C -/- mice. As
expected, results showed that the 345-bp product from exons 3 to 10 in wild type and
heterozygous cDNA was not detected in homozygous cMyBP-C -/- cDNA 29. Furthermore,
Western blot analyses using a polyclonal antibody against rat cMyBP-C confirmed the
absence of cMyBP-C in the cardiac myofibrils of homozygous mouse hearts. The full-length
150 kDa cMyBP-C band present in wild type and heterozygous hearts was not detected in
the cMyBP-C/ - hearts. Although cMyBP-C isn't required for cardiac development, mice 3
weeks old displayed significant cardiac hypertrophy. Furthermore, it was shown that there
was no compensatory expression of skeletal MyBP-C isoforms in the heart.
2.2 Methods for imaging cardiac myoarchitecture
Cardiac preparations were imaged to delineate mesoscale myoarchitecture through the
following methods: 1) Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), 2) High speed multi-slice, two
photon microscopy (TPM), and 3) Generation of tractography from DSI and TPM datasets.
2.2.1 Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI)
DSI tractography is an imaging technique capable of resolving multiple diffusion vectors per
voxel 34, 40. By measuring microscopically resolved 3D diffusion functions and
macroscopically reconstructing myofibers using tractographic methods, DSI provides a
structure template for local deformation and mechanical function. DSI tractography is based
on the measurement of principal diffusion vectors from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
as previous described in 36, 41. MRI is a non-invasive imaging technique, which utilizes the
nuclear magnetic resonance phenomenon to produce an image. By applying pulsed magnetic
field gradients in the setting of a homogeneous magnetic field, nuclear spins acquire spatially
dependent frequency and phase 42. The resulting time domain signal has a Fourier transform
relationship with spatial properties of biological tissues. One mechanism by which MR
contrast is obtained is through diffusion weighting, in which the signal intensity is attenuated
quantitatively by diffusion in a specific direction and then collected in an array of spatially
aligned diffusion signals to create an image. The MR scanning pulse sequence is a time
dependent series of magnetic field gradients applied in various spatial directions. This enables the
interrogation of internal variables of the system, such as diffusion. Diffusion defines the random
motion of molecules and can be observed in all physical states of matter. In single-phase
diffusion (as in employed during diffusion weighted MRI), molecules move about within the
same phase, a condition termed homogeneous or self-diffusion. Although the diffusion of
molecules is equally probable in all directions, the presence of barriers such as cell walls
induces a principal direction of diffusion (Fig 2.2.1). Therefore, the elongated cylindrical
geometry of cardiac muscle cells directs diffusion along the myofiber axis rather than
perpendicular to it 43,44
A B
Barrier
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Figure 2.2.1. Principles of diffusion. (A) Direction of random diffusion is equally probably in
all directions. (B) The cell walls of myocytes direct diffusion preferentially in the direction of
the fiber axis (left of right).
Diffusion weighted MRI specifically images water molecules whose displacement is constrained
by one or several biological boundary conditions, such as membranes 45-47
In Figure 2.2.2A, a set of two fiber populations are illustrated with crossing fibers within a
voxel. Physical fibers imaged with DSI are translated into a q-space 34,36,37(Fig. 2.2.2B), a per
voxel map of MR signal intensities representing the total diffusivity based on the magnitude
and direction of an applied magnetic field. In q-space, the signal is weakest in the direction
of the myofiber and strongest when orthogonal to the fiber direction. In other words, highly
anisotropic diffusion of water molecules in myofibers equates to weaker MR signal
intensities. An inverse Fourier transform of q-space (q-value) produces a complete
probability density function (PDF) (Fig. 2.2.2C) for diffusing protons in a tissue per voxel as
shown by,
(g",A) = F-" [MMO,A)] (2.2.1)
where PA(lIA) represents the three dimensional PDF, summed over each proton spin
position and weighted by the proton density distribution over diffusion time A, diffusion
distance R, and q-value 4. Known Bloch Torrey equations 48,49were further modified by Stejskal
to account for the general anisotropic diffusion and velocity due to the diffusion equation 50, 5,
relating jP(§IA) to signal attenuation M(4,A) over the applied diffusion weighting gradient
g and time as,
M(4,A) = M(),A)f Ps(R I A)e'al)dR? (2.2.2)
q= yr8 (2.2.3)
where y is the proton gyrometric ratio. The PDF thereby reflects the fiber orientation within
a voxel and the likelihood of diffusion in a particular direction and distance. This is then
translated into an orientation distribution function (ODF) by radial integration (Fig. 2.2.2D),
ODF (i, A) = f Ps(pil, A) pti dp (2.2.4)
to depict the fiber architecture as a function of only fiber angle. The ODF is weighted by the
magnitude p and unit vector A of R.
Figure 2.2.2. Derivation of fiber orientation from DSI 41 (A) Illustration of a set of two
crossing fiber populations within a voxel (red box). (B) Fibers are translated into a q-space
representing MR signal intensities. (C) Through an inverse Fourier transform, a PDF is
calculated. (D) Representing actual fiber alignment seen in (A), the ODF is derived by
radially integrating the PDF.
Magnetic resonance imaging protocols:
The imaging protocol employed a diffusion gradient sampling scheme, which consisted of a
key-hole Cartesian acquisition to include q-space values lying on a Cartesian grid within a
sphere for a total of 515 diffusion weighted gradient vectors.
Protocol for imaging rat hearts:
A 4.7T horizontal bore magnet (Bruker Biospec) with a 120 mm internal diameter and 10-
turn solenoid radiofrequency coil was used to image the normal and infarcted rat hearts. The
hearts were immersed in Fomblin oil and imaged with a maximum b-value of 104. A voxel
size of 0.4mm was achieved with an approximate imaging time of 10-12 hours per sample.
Protocol for imaging mouse hearts:
Imaging experiments of the mouse hearts (wild type and knockout cMyBP-C- ) were
performed using DSI tractography at 9.4T with a horizontal bore magnet (Magnex Scientific)
equipped with a Magnex gradient coil set with capabilities up to 20 G/cm. All the hearts
were immersed in Fomblin oil and imaged with a maximum b-value of 4000. To achieve a
voxel size of approximately 0.16 mm for the wild type and knockout mouse hearts, the
approximate imaging acquisition time took 10-12 hrs per sample.
2.2.2 Two-photon Microscopy (TPM)
The use of 2-photon microscopy was employed to confirm the myoarchitecture obtained
with DSI of wild type and knockout mouse hearts. Following DSI, the hearts were sectioned
for two-photon microscopy. TPM was employed to visualize microstructure of the
ventricular wall of cardiac tissue. Compared with confocal microscopy, TPM typically has
larger imaging depth up to 1 mm.
Protocol of imaging wild type and cMyBP-C-'" mouse hearts:
To reconstruct a 3D model representing fiber orientation based on an autocorrelation
program from TPM images 36, the tissue was sectioned and imaged in slices with a thickness
30 pm. The excised hearts were prepared by fixing the samples in buffered neutral 10%
formalin post imaging and then embedding them in paraffin. The embedded samples were
cut longitudinally from base to apex along the septal wall, thereby isolating the left ventricle,
and fixed on the sample stage. A total sample size of approximately 1mm x 1mm x 1mm was
imaged at 10 frames per second for 300 x 400 pixels using a one color channel. TPM was
performed with 14 fields of view (steps) in the x-direction, 18 in the y-direction, and 30 in
the z-direction.
TPM to determine 3D myoarchitecture:
polygonal
mirror
mSror
specimen
milling bit
computer
Figure 2.3.1 Experimental setup of 3D TPM. This system consists of a high speed TPM
scanning apparatus based on a spinning polygonal mirror, automated x-y specimen stage
control, and a precision specimen mechanical cutting mechanism. H denotes half-wave plate
and P denotes polarizer. Custom software was used for automated control of stage position,
cutting, and data acquisition.
Left ventricular wall specimens of both wild type and knockout mice were imaged using a
customized multi-photon high speed imaging system set up around a Zeiss microscope
(Axioscope, Zeiss Thornwood, NY) with an automated x-y specimen stage, an automated
tissue cutting mechanism, and a high speed polygonal scanning mirror (Fig 2.3.1) 52, 53
The main concepts underlying the two-photon microscopy technique have been previously
discussed in detail 36, 41, 54. Because the tissue area of interest was larger than the field of view
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of the microscope objective, a robotic stage (H101, Prior Scientific, Rockland MA) was used
to position the sample for each image. Furthermore, the objective was mounted on a
computer-controlled piezoelectric objective translator (P-722.00, Physik Instrumente,
Waldbronn, Germany) and axially translated to acquire a z-stack of image planes, here used
to image a depth of 60 ltm. To image the full 3D section of the ventricular wall, parallel 30
[tm layers of tissue were removed continuously after each individual layered was imaged
from the epicardial to endocardial surface.
A femtosecond Ti: Sapphire laser, powered by a continuous wave Nd:YLF diode pump
laser, (Mira 900, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) was used to induce two-photon fluorescence,
providing high power mode-locked pulses for non-linear two photon excitation. The
microscope system was optimized for excitation in the range of 700 - 900 nm. A half wave
plate (CVI Laser Inc., Putnam, Connecticut) and a Glan-Thomson polarizer controlled both
the polarization and the excitation power. Using two different scanners - a slower
galvanometer-driven scanner with 500 Hz bandwidth (Cambridge Technology, Cambridge,
MA) and a fast rotating polygonal mirror (Lincoln Laser, Phoenix, AZ) - the laser beam is
rapidly raster scanned across a sample plane. The galvanometer-driven scanner performs
line-scanning along the y-axis. The polygonal mirror, composed of 50 aluminum-coated
facets arranged side by side around the perimeter of the disc, performs high speed line-
scanning along the x-axis. The position of the mirror was encoded by an independent laser
diode (1mW at 632 nm, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) along with a photodiode detector
(Thorlabs). An imaging rate of 10 frames per second, 0.7 p.s pixel residence time, and a 3750
rpm rotation speed, resulted in a line-scanning speed of 320 ýps/line.
The microscope (Axioscope, Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) was coupled with a laser beam
through a modified epiluminescence light path, which directed a beam reflected by the
dichroic mirror towards the objective (Zeiss 40x Fluar 1.3 numerical aperture (NA)) and
focuses it on the specimen. Non-spatially resolved detectors (R3896, Hamamatsu,
Bridgewater, NJ) were used to collect the emitted photons. The induced fluorescence signal
passed through the same dichroic mirror and was collected by the same objective. An
additional barrier filter (SP700, Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT) is used to remove
scattered light.
The signals resulting from the PMT were converted into a voltage signal using a trans-
impedance circuitry and a 16-bit A/D converter (NI 6251, National Instruments Corp.,
Austin, TX) and transferred to the computer memory using a PCI bus. Integrating the
signals synchronized with the x-y scanning patterns generates microscopy images. The x-y
scanners, microscope objective translator, and PMT detection system were synchronized
using a high-speed data acquisition circuit and reference signal produced by the independent
laser diode used to position the polygonal mirror.
Post acquisition handling of TPM image datasets:
Following the acquisition of the 3D dataset via TPM, a 3D autocorrelation algorithm was
performed to extract the main fiber directions per voxel in microscopic fields of view (FOV)
36, 41, resulting in a track file also processed in Diffusion Toolkit and TrackVis. Each FOV
was divided into four individual image volumes with voxel size 60 [lm x 60 lm x 60 lm.
The image volumes were initially linearly interpolated in the z-direction to achieve isotropic
voxel resolution. Each image volume file was translated into a set of 181 equally spaced
vectors on the surface of a half sphere, where a single value was extracted and recorded from
the bidirectional radial integration. To reduce edge effects of restacking the TPM images, a
Kaiser window was applied to the image volumes. Through a 3D Fourier transform, the data
is then displayed in a frequency space, and a frequency filter was then used to remove
features/signals with wavelengths greater than or equal to 120 lm. The Fourier transform of
the image volume was calculated through a component by component multiplication of its
conjugate to obtain the autocorrelation 41, and then followed by an inverse transform back
into real space as shown below:
Acorr = F-I(G - ) (2.2.5)
where G is the 3D Fourier transform of the image volume, and G is the complex conjugate
of G. By radially integrating from the center of the autocorrelation data, an ODF like that
resulting from DSI tractography is created, depicting the mesoscale muscle fiber orientations
(Fig. 2.3.2). The principal fiber directions calculated from autocorrelation analysis were then
compared to the diffusion vectors associated with DSI.
Figure 2.3.2 Derivation of fiber orientation from TPM 41. (A) A Kaiser window is applied to
reduce the edge effects of z-stacking the microscopy images. (B) A 3D Fourier transform
depicts the data in a frequency space. (C) The autocorrelation is calculated by multiplying the
3D transform by its own complex conjugate. (D) A radial integration of (C) results in an
ODF.
2.2.3 Generation of tractography from DSI and TPM
DSI and TPM datasets were processed using custom software, Diffusion Toolkit and
Trackvis (trackvis.org), to reconstruct and visualize the 3D myocardial architecture. Fiber
tracts were constructed based on the vector directions in the ODF. Streamline construction,
S, generates continuous multi-voxel tracts that follow the direction of the maximal diffusion
vectors 41;
d (s= (S(s)) (2.2.6)ds
where s is a path coordinate along S and i is the vector field. The streamline vector field
was calculated from the set of largest eigenvectors from the diffusion tensors of each voxel.
Intervoxel connectivity was formed when vectors lie within an angular threshold of +/-
17.50, taking the path of minimal angular difference. When the streamline vectors exceeded
this range, the tracts were discontinued. Streamline tracts are generated from the center of
each voxel and connected in any direction within the threshold.
For all hearts, the visualization of myofibers in TrackVis is depicted using a helix color-
coding scheme, where yellow/green indicates a negative left-handed helix angle and dark
blue/pink indicates a positive right-handed helix angle. The reference axis lies longitudinally
from base to apex of the heart. For the following analyses, a region of interest (ROI) sphere
of a specified radius was used to isolate and visualize fibers in the myocardium.
Chapter 3
Myoarchitecture of normal and infracted
myocardium
In this chapter, DSI tractography is applied to four normal and four infarcted rat hearts. The
results reveal unique aspects regarding normal cardiac myoarchitecture and remodeling. The
myocyte fiber patterns are related to the mechanism of contraction and relaxation.
3.1 DSI tractography of the normal rat heart
Figure 3.1.1. DSI tractography of normal rat heart shown from the (A) anterior and (B) base.
The myoarchitecture of the right and left ventricle separated by the septal wall is shown. The
fibers are colored by helix angle and vary mostly as a function of ventricular wall depth.
Through DSI tractography, tracts reconstructing the alignment of cardiac muscle fibers
result in a mesoscale depiction of the normal heart (Fig. 3.1.1). From both the anterior and
basal view, the right ventricle is located on the left hand side, while the left ventricle is on the
right hand side. In Figure 3.1.1A, the base of the heart is located at the top of the diagram,
and the apex at the bottom. The depiction of the cardiac myoarchitecture from the base
illustrates and confirms that the left ventricular wall is much thicker than that of the right. In
addition, the left and right ventricles share the tracts that form the septal wall. The fiber helix
angles along the left ventricular wall vary mostly as a function of depth from subepicardium
to subendocardium from negative to positive angles, respectively. From the basal view of
this particular heart, circumferential (light blue) fibers encircling the entire heart seem to
dominate the myocardium.
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Figure 3.1.2. Fiber helix angle of normal myocardium. (A) Helix color scheme as seen from
the lateral wall of the left ventricle. Myocardium viewed from the (B) short axis/base and (C)
lateral wall display a smooth gradient of helix angles from subepicardium to
subendocardium. (D) Positively angled subendocardial (pink) fibers point towards the apex.
(E) The midmyocardium consists of circumferential (light blue) fibers. (F) Negatively angled
subepicardial (green, yellow) fibers point towards the base.
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DSI tractography of normal myocardial architecture confirms previous studies illustrating
the continuous gradient in fiber helix angle as a function of ventricular wall depth. Using
helix angle color encoding, the fiber tracts along the left ventricular wall gradually transition
from helices with negative angles in the subepicardium to zero degrees (circumferential) in
the midmyocardium to positive angles in the subepicardium (Fig. 3.1.2). The left-handed
helices in the subepicardium point towards the base, while the right-handed helices in the
subendocardium point towards the apex.
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Figure 3.1.3.Gradient of helix angles in the left ventricular wall. Panels (A) to (E) viewed
from the apex and panels (F) to (J) viewed from the lateral wall display isolated fibers
intersecting with a ROI sphere from the subendocardium to the subepicardium, respectively.
By using a ROI sphere to isolate fibers along the left ventricular wall, Figure 3.1.3 shows that
the change in helix angles from negative to positive occurs continuously and gradually. The
pink subendocardial fibers in Figure 3.1.3A display an angle of about -660, the light blue
midmyocardial fibers in Figure 3.1.3C are 0', and the yellow subepicardial fibers in Fig 3.1.3
E are about 570.
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Figure 3.1.4. Orientation of isolated midmyocardial fibers. A population of midmyocardial
and subepicardial fibers encircle both the left and right ventricle, forming a torus knot-like
shape.
In addition, midmyocardial and subepicardial fibers spiral around the left ventricle, cross at
the septum, and make up a portion of the right ventricular wall (Fig. 3.1.4). This fiber pattern
can be compared to a torus knot. A projection of the myocardium from the anterior and
lateral walls of the left ventricle shows subepicardial (green-yellow) and midmyocardium
(light blue) fibers arranged in a dense, organized sheet-like manner (Fig. 3.1.5). A histological
section performed on the corresponding location shows a high degree of correlation with
similar fiber orientation in the left ventricular myocardium.
Figure 3.1.5.Myofiber architecture in a normal rat heart. (A) Projection of left ventricle from
anterior and anterolateral walls. The subepicardial and midmyocardial fibers viewed in the
black box are consistent with the fibers seen in the histological section (B).
3.2 DSI tractography of an infarcted heart
Post infarction, the hearts are characterized by ventricular wall thinning and rounding of the
heart as well as disrupted irregular myofiber architecture around the infarct zone. More
specifically, the infarct zone is replaced by a fiber void in the anterolateral apex (Fig. 3.1.6).
Figure 3.1.6. DSI depiction of myofiber architecture post infarction. (A) Viewed from the
anterior wall of the left ventricle, a fiber void is apparent in the infarct zone, particularly in
the anterolateral apex. (B) A DSI reconstruction through the infarct shows irregular fibers
penetrating past the basal and septal border.
On the other hand, myofiber strands frequently penetrate the border zone (infarct boundary)
from the base and septal wall, forming an irregular mesh-like structure in the upper half of
the infarct area. This mesh structure is composed of subepicardial (green) and
midmyocardial (light blue) fibers oriented transversely from the septal wall and
subendocardial (pink) fibers running longitudinally from the basal border. The Mason's
trichrome showed similar signs of the growth of transverse myofibers past the border zone,
where the myofibers were stained brown and collagen blue (Fig. 3.1.7). The subendocardial
longitudinal fibers are confirmed in a corresponding H and E histological section, showing
the growth of myofibers from the basal perimeter of the infarct.
Figure 3.1.7. DSI tractography and corresponding histological sections of the infarct. (A)
The infarct zone from a different heart is characterized by penetrating fibers. (B) A
magnified view of (A) shows that these fibers consist of longitudinal pink subendocardial
fibers extending from the basal border as well as transverse midmyocardial light blue and
subepicardial green fibers extending from the septal border. (C) The presence of transverse
fibers is confirmed in the Mason's trichrome, where the myofibers are stained brown and
collagen blue. (D) The longitudinal fibers are confirmed in the H and E sections.
As with the normal myocardium, 2D histology images correlated with DSI images, showing
the presence of penetrating myofibers in the infarct zone.
3.3 Impact of myocardial infarction on remodeling and
mechanics
The depiction of gradually changing helix angles from subepicardium to subendocardium
suggests that the normal myocardial architecture is organized in the form of laminar sheets
consisting of helical fiber tracts. Because fiber tracts are shared between the left and right
ventricle in addition to the septal wall, cardiac function of the ventricles are functionally
connected, thus allowing shared fibers to be involved in the transfer of force from one
ventricle to the other. Accordingly, a change in left ventricular fiber orientation such as that
associated with infarction impacts the contractile function of both ventricles. DSI represents
the myocardium as a collection of the spiraling myofibers around the heart, which plays an
important role in normal mechanics of ventricular contraction and relaxation 9,20
The ischemic zone of the infarcted myocardium is characterized by a lack of diffusion or
reduced diffusional anisotropy, as illustrated by the fiber void. Particularly near the
anterolateral apex, the fiber void indicates the replacement of normal tissue with collagneous
scar tissue, which lacks diffusion and helical orientation. The use of DSI on infarcted hearts
illustrates the formation of an intersecting mesh made up of longitudinal and transverse
fibers penetrating the border zone. The growth of both subepicardial and subendocardial
fibers in seemingly equal proportions confirmed by histology reflects similar susceptibility to
infarction injury as well as the importance of both to cardiac function. Because the
subendocardial surface sustains greater wall stress than the subepicardial surface ", it's
hypothesized that the growth of longitudinal fibers is strongly induced and necessary to
balance the stress placed on the surrounding tissue. On the other hand, normal contractile
twisting follows the left-handed helical direction of subepicardial fibers 3, and therefore, the
growth of subepicardial transverse fibers is promoted to regain a degree of normal
contractile motion.
It is possible that the mesh-like structure provides tensile strength to the myocardium and
prevents infarct expansion 56. Furthermore, the penetrating myofibers help prevent the
thinned injured ventricular wall from erupting due to pressure from the rhythmic contraction
and relaxation of the heart. It may act as a remodeling step, in addition to the hypertrophy of
the surrounding ventricular walls, to help compensate for the decrease in wall strength and
force. However, while the presence of these intersecting myofibers may serve as a
mechanical advantage, it may also be highly susceptive to electrical re-entry and vascular
tachycardia s
Chapter 4
Relationship between cMyBP-C expression
and cardiac rnyoarchitecture
In this chapter, the myoarchitecture of wild type and cMyBP-C knockout mouse hearts are
illustrated and related to mechanics. The application of DSI and TPM is novel to cMyBP-C-I -
hearts and reveals trends in fiber alignment that arise from molecular changes, leading to
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
4.1 DSI and TPM tractography of wild type myocardium
Figure 4.1.1. DSI tractography of a wild type mouse heart from the (A) anterior and (B)
base. The fibers are color encoded by helix angle, displaying varying angles throughout the
ventricular walls.
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The wild type myocardium shows similar patterns as previously described for the normal rat
hearts 4, 5. In Figure 4.1.1, the wild type myocardium is shown from the anterior and basal
view. The various helix angles can be seen by the variance in fiber tract color along the
ventricular wall and as a function of wall depth from subepicardium to subendocardium. As
a whole, the helix angles are generally consistent around the circumference of the ventricular
walls and increase gradually while moving deeper into the wall. Although the left ventricular
wall is much thicker, helix angles in the right ventricular wall vary similarly, but on a smaller
scale. Reconstruction of TPM images from one wild type heart displays comparable changes
in helix angle (Fig. 4.1.2).
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Figure 4.1.2. Comparison of DSI and TPM tractography of a wild type myocardium. (A) DSI
projection of isolated fibers along the left and right ventricle as viewed from the base. (B)
The corresponding imaged TPM location in DSI is magnified from (A) (white box). (C)
Oriented similarly, TPM reconstruction of fibers shows similar helix angle variations as DSI
(B) from the subepicardium to subendocardium.
Fig 4.1.2 isolates the TPM imaged area of left ventricular wall from the basal view of the DSI
tract and shows that the TPM tract is similar to the DSI tract. DSI and TPM tracts here
show similar patterns in tract color and orientation. Helix angles transition from negative
helices in the subepicardium (green) to circumferential helices in the midmyocardium (light
blue) to positive helices in the subendocardium (dark blue). Because the parallel TPM slices
were taken perpendicular to the long axis of the myocardium and not tangent to the fiber
"shells", each slice contains portions of the subepicardium, midwall, and subendocardium.
Specifically, the top slice displays midwall fibers (because the subepicardial surface was cut
off during alignment of microscope), the middle slices display both subepicardial and
midwall fibers, and the bottom slices contain both midwall and subendocardial fibers.
Corresponding TPM sections on the DSI tract using ROI spheres were isolated, depicting
four slices from the subepicardium to subendocardium with similar variations in helix angle
and tract patterns (Fig. 4.1.3).
Figure 4.1.3. Helix angle transitions in wild type myocardium displayed by DSI and TPM
tractography. (A) DSI visualization of full 2-chamber view from left ventricle of isolated
myofibers imaged with TPM. White scale bar indicates 1 mm. (B-E) Enlarged DSI
projections (white box (A)) illustrate the same gradient of fibers from positive to
circumferential to negative helix angles as the (F-I) TPM images. For both (B-E) and (F-I), a
ROI sphere was shifted parallel to the short axis from the subepicardium to subendocardium
in each frame. White scale bar refers to 0.28 mm in (B-E), and 0.2 mm in (F-I).
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The first slice in the subepicardium (Fig. 4.1.3B, F) consists of left-handed helices (green)
and circumferential tracts (light blue). Right-handed helices (dark blue, purple) begin to
dominate as the ROI sphere is shifted towards the subendocardium (Fig. 4.1.3E, I). The
tracts shown by TPM change gradually from left- to right-handed tracts and follow the same
pattern extracted from DSI tractography. Helix angles along the left ventricular wall were
measured using an identical ROI sphere, showing similar gradients in helix angle from both
TPM and DSI constructed tracts in Figure 4.1.4. The helical fibers change from -16' in the
subepicardium to 00 along the midwall to 370 in the subendocardium. The myofiber patterns
depicted by DSI are highly correlated to those found using TPM.
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Figure 4.1.4. Plot of DSI and TPM fiber helix angle in the left ventricular wall from
subepicardium to subendocardium of a wild type (WT) heart. Measured helix angles from
DSI and TPM show a high degree of correlation and follow the same trend.
4.2 DSI and TPM tractography of cMyBP-C -/ myocardium
In the cMyBP-C / - myocardium, the anterior and basal view (Fig. 4.1.5) shows varying colors
signifying different fiber helix angles and appears similar in shape to the wild type
myocardium. This particular knockout heart contains more circumferential fiber tracts and
less positive helix tracts (purple fibers). In addition, the overall myocardium appears slightly
rounder, and the distinction between the ventricular and septal walls is less clear. The change
in helix angle remains a function of wall depth as with the wild type.
Figure 4.1.5. DSI tractography of a homozygous knockout cMyBP-C mouse heart from the
(A) anterior and (B) base. The fibers are colored by helix angle and appear similar in shape to
the wild type myocardium. Three knockout hearts were imaged with DSI.
Comparing the TPM and DSI tracts of the knockout myocardium (Fig. 4.1.6), the pattern of
helix angles of the fibers is different from that in the wild type (Fig. 4.1.2). The
corresponding tracts of the left ventricular wall are displayed for both DSI and TPM in
Figure 4.1.6. The gradient in fiber colors is comparable between the two imaging methods.
Rather than changing from green negative helix angles to light blue circumferential to dark
blue positive helix angles (Fig. 4.1.2), the knockout fibers lack the gradual transition in
angles. The subepicardial surface appears green and light blue, but the midwall fibers are
dark blue, followed by positive purple, negative yellow and red helix fibers in the
subendocardium.
Figure 4.1.6. Comparison of DSI and TPM tractography of a cMyBP-C - - heart. (A) DSI
projection of left and right ventricle from a basal view. (B) Enlarged DSI image of tracts
(white box (A)) corresponding to the imaged TPM location. (C) TPM reconstruction of
fibers showing similar helix angle variations as DSI (B). The knockout tracts in both DSI
and TPM show much more fiber disorder and different helix angle transitions than the wild
type myocardium.
Compared to the wild type, the knockout myocardium appears less cohesive with much
greater variances in tract orientation. The fibers lose the strongly negative helix angles on the
subepicardial surface, but gain them on the subendocardial wall. As with DSI of the
knockout heart, TPM generally displays inner wall tracts with helix angles at both extremely
positive and negative ends of the color scale. The presence of circumferential fibers on the
inner wall and perpendicular to the TPM slices further indicates fiber disorder in the
knockout myocardium.
Upon closer inspection, measurements of fiber helix angle and average fiber tract length
reveal fiber abnormalities in the knockout myocardium. The fiber tracts or intervoxel
diffusion coherence were extracted, comparing wild type and knockout mice (Fig. 4.1.7). A
longer the fiber tract
A
indicates a stronger diffusion signal and direction.
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Figure 4.1.7. Average tract length and corresponding DSI projections. (A) Plot of average
fiber tract lengths along the left ventricular wall for three knockout and one wild type mouse
hearts. For normalization, the average fiber lengths are divided by the maximum fiber length
measured for each specimen. At the midmyocardium, the wild type (WT) fiber length peaks,
while the knockout (KO) fiber lengths reach a minimum. Using a ROI sphere, DSI images
of the (B) WT and (C) KO are displayed at the midwall (position 0). The WT myocardium
fibers appear dense, coherent and strongly aligned in the same helical pattern. The KO
myocardium fibers, on the other hand, appear sparse, short and disorganized dissimilar helix
angles.
The peak average tract length for the knockouts occurs earlier in the subepicardium around
ROI position -6 to -4, where the corresponding tract length in the wild type myocardium is
approximately equal. Moving towards the midwall, the average tract length for the wild type
heart peaks while those for knockout hearts reaches a minimum. In the respective location in
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the knockout hearts (ROI position 0), fibers tracts have decreased in length and have
become disorganized. DSI projection of the wild type displays tightly packed tracts mostly
with a circumferential orientation (Fig. 4.1.7B). The cMyBP-C- tract is characterized by a
range of fiber colors at opposite ends of the helix color spectrum and inconsistent
orientations, thereby resulting in disorder (Fig. 4.1.7C). Even though the knockout hearts
have a thicker ventricular wall, the tract lengths become short in the midwall to
subendocardium, or in other words, the tracts lose voxel to voxel coherence.
Promoted by the difference in average tract length of the knockout hearts, measurements of
fiber helix angles were taken in an identical manner for both types of hearts. More
specifically, at the intersection of the y- and z-midplanes, helix angle was measured and
plotted as a function of wall depth, displaying the transition of fiber orientation (Fig.4.1.8).
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Figure 4.1.8. Helix angles in left ventricle of wild type and knockout hearts from DSI.
Measurements were taken from three knockout and one wild type hearts from
subepicardium to subendocardium. The fibers in the wild type myocardium follow a similar
pattern as previously reported 4. Overall, in the cMyBP-C-/- myocardium, the transition
from negative to positive helix angles occurs faster and more linearly than the wild type and
is restricted to the subepicardium. From the midmyocardium to the subendocardium, the
helix angles were inconsistent and could not be measured.
Along the left ventricular wall, the helix angle changed symmetrically from left-handed
helices to right-handed helices. In the wild type myocardium, the helix angle at the
subepicardium of the left ventricular wall is measured as -550, which gradually approaches 0O
around the midwall to 700 in the subendocardium as shown in Figure 4.1.8. The fiber
'orientation changes rapidly in the subepicardium and subendocardium, and more gradually
around the midmyocardium. The knockout myocardium resulted in a different angle
transition pattern, where fibers show a quicker transition from left-handed to circumferential
before the midwall, closer to the subepicardium. The helix angles of cMyBP-C-/ hearts range
from an average of -390 on the subepicardium to 480 on the subendocardium. The fibers
approach circumferential 00 fibers before reaching the midwall. The fiber angles transition
continuously, as with the wild type, but at a faster, more consistent rate. Also note in Figure
4.1.8, helix angle measurements could not be extracted for fibers lying from the midwall to
the subendocardium. Here, unorganized fiber disorder dominates the myocardium and
results in several different fiber orientations as previously shown by average tract lengths. In
addition, in the inner left ventricular wall, the number of fiber tracts running through the
spherical region of interest decreases drastically compared to the wild type myocardium.
On the subepicardial surface, the wild type heart shows negative yellow-green tracts, while
the cMyBP-C- heart shows green-light blue circumferential helices (Fig. 4.1.9). On the
subendocardial surface, the wild type remains strongly coherent with positive pink fibers.
Figure 4.1.9. Isolated subepicardial and subendocardial fibers of wild type (WT) and
knockout (KO) hearts shown from the 2 chamber, left ventricle view. A ROI sphere was
used to isolate fibers from DSI projections. (A) and (B) display fibers on the subepicardial
surface. (C) and (D) display fibers on the subendocardial surface. While (A) and (B) both
display coherent tracts, fibers on the subendocardium differ. The WT (C) fibers remain
strongly coherent, and the KO (D) fibers are few and disorganized. These images are taken
from the same WT and KO hearts as in Figure 4.1.7.
The knockout tracts, on the other hand, are few and appear randomly oriented. In Figure
4.1.9D, the fibers display helix angles at the two opposite ends of the color spectrum,
ranging from -620 (yellow) to 660 (pink). From DSI projections and the lack of helix angle
measurements, the disorganization of tracts dominates throughout the midwall and
subendocardium. Although all the knockouts decrease in fiber tract length and lack a definite
helix angle at this location, the manner in which the fibers become disordered appears
unique to each heart (Fig. 4.1.10).
Figure 4.1.10. DSI projection of fibers lying on the subendocardial surface of two knockout
mouse hearts different from that pictured in Figure 4.1.9B and 4.1.9D. The myocardium of
both knockout hearts (A) and (B) are disrupted from the midwall to subendocardium, but
take on different patterns of disorder.
4.3 Effect of cMyBP-C gene deletion on myoarchitecture and
mechanics
DSI tractography of wild type mouse hearts displayed a gradual variation in helix angle from
subepicardium to subendocardium. The resulting fiber tracts from TPM and DSI support
the organization of helical fibers from prior studies. TPM, unlike histology, which depicts
2D subendocardial or subepicardial fibers in a plane, is able to display the fiber patterns in a
3D reconstruction of the myocardium. TPM is able to depict the mesoscopic fiber structure
of cardiac tissue from images of 3D microscopic sections. TPM of the knockout
myocardium confirms the fiber pattern resulting from DSI. From extraction of helix angles
from both TPM and DSI, the evolution of helical fiber patterns matches results previously
shown by Streeter 4, but with a smaller range of angles. The transition of helix angles from
subepicardium to subendocardium remains fairly consistent at various locations on the left
ventricular wall, depending on the relative wall thickness. The formation of spiraling helical
sheets is important to the development and exertion of contractile force throughout the
myocardium.
The architectural changes caused by the absence of cMyBP-C were not as apparent as the
fiber void seen in infracted hearts. The knockout hearts posses the same general features as
the wild type hearts (Fig. 4.1.5 and Fig. 4.1.1). By examining average fiber tract length on the
left ventricular wall as a function of depth, it was found that the knockout myocardium
reached a maximum length in the subepicardium, while the wild type reached a maximum at
the midwall. Beginning around the midwall, the knockout myocardium displayed shortened
fibers and inconsistent fiber helix angles. The lack of fiber order and paucity of fiber tracts
fibers from the midwall to subendocardium indicated that there is weaker diffusion in the
inner half of the ventricular wall. The diffusion in this instance could also be consistent with
more isotropic conditions than in the normal myocardium. Accordingly, the resulting fiber
tracts lack the intervoxel coherence that exists in normal myocardium.
The myofiber disorder found in the inner half of the ventricular wall may result from growth
process of the heart. The development of the epicardium, myocardium, and endocardium
occurs at different stages of cardiac embryogenesis. Contraction begins when the primitive
tubular heart is formed, and as the myocardium develops, blood is directed unidirectionally
51. The heart tube consists of a concentric endocardial and myocardial tube separated by
"cardiac jelly". The tube then begins a looping process, which initiates the formation of the
four chambers 59. After the heart tube is formed and looped, endocardial cells undergo an
"epithelial-to-mesenchymal transformation (EMT)" where they continue to differentiate into
the subendocardium 60. Simultaneously, an epithelial proepicardium begins to form at the
surface of the myocardium. Unlike endocardial cells, these epicardial cells are derived from a
non-precardiac origin 60. As this outer cell layer is formed, epicardial cells begin to generate
the subepicardium through its own EMT, connecting the myocardium to the epicardium.
Two different populations of cells are therefore formed at each side of the myocardium. The
different origins of the inner and outer myocardium give reason for myofiber disorder in
only one of these regions (subendocardium) of the cMyCP-C'- heart. Both subendocardium
and subepicardium are both important to the development of the heart. However, because
the maturation of the subendocardium occurs earlier on, it is possible that the absence of
cMyBP-C accordingly affects subendocardial myofiber arrangement beginning at embryonic
stages. The lack of helices here alters the transmural progression of helices in the
subepicardium. In knockout myocardium, the complete transition from negative to positive
angles, as observed in the wild type hearts, develops only from subepicardium to
midmyocardium.
The lack or organization from the midwall to the subendocardium suggests that the inner
ventricular wall of the mutant heart is less developed than that of the wild type, and in
comparison, may induce less contractile force. Within the knockout myocardium, the
subepicardium appears more developed than the subendocardium in terms of intervoxel
coherence and helicity. This disorder of myofibers may play a role in the delayed increase in
force, thereby leading to depressed systolic and diastolic function. Preliminary studies have
shown that cMyBP-C -/ - hearts have a shortened contraction time consistent with depressed
systolic ejection 61, 62, and furthermore, reach 77% of maximum peak elastance at the onset of
ejection, whereas wild type hearts only reached 42% of its maximum 63. The faster transition
from negative to positive helix angles in the subepicardium of the knockout myocardium
may enhance the extent of initial elastance by means of faster contractile force activation.
The quicker onset of elastance and lack of helical fiber development from the midwall to the
subendocardium also supports findings of shorter overall contractile time in the cardiac
cycle. With less helically aligned fibers to stretch during contraction, the cMyBP-C-/ - muscle
tissue would also relax earlier than the normal myocardium.
The disruption of the fiber helicity alters the normal contractile twisting of the cardiac tissue.
During normal contractile shearing, fibers in the subepicardium and subendocardium
become more longitudinal 13. The overall torsional movement of the heart, however, follows
the left-handed helices of the subepicardium 3, and thus some believe the subepicardium to
initiate contraction. In the knockout, the myofibers transition more rapidly and linearly from
left- to right-handed helices within the subepicardium. The faster increase of force at the
onset of contraction is consistent with the quick progression of fiber helix angles restricted
from the subepicardium to the midmyocardium.
On the other hand, wall thickening during systole and thinning during diastole occurs at a
much greater degree in the subendocardium ", and therefore, plays a more significant role in
the overall cardiac mechanics. According to Davis and Streeter, the angle of rotation in the
subendocardium is greater than that in the subepicardial surface 3, 13, and so subendocardial
fibers reach larger angles (in magnitude). Also, higher pressure has been measured in the
subendocardium during systole ss. If the endocardium plays a greater role in during the
development of contractile force, which proceeds by means of twisting helical fibers, the
lack of coherent fibers in the knockout subendocardium would hinder systolic function and
lead to a shorter duration of force.
In relation to molecular cross-bridge cycling, thin filament activation and contraction is
mostly facilitated by strongly bound cross-bridges 28 . In theory, the absence of cMyBP-C/-
increases the amount of myosin-actin interactions. However, a single cMyBP-C protein
affects only a small number of cross-bridges. Models with phosphorylated cMyBP-C also
observed a decrease in flexibility of cross-bridges 26, 0. The combination of these factors with
myofiber disorganization in the midmyocardium to subendocardium may decrease the
amount of cross-bridge activity. The existing cross-bridges would unbind more quickly,
preventing further activation of the cross-bridge cycle, and lead to a shorter contraction and
longer relaxation time.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
Cardiac muscle fiber alignment within the left ventricular wall is described as a set of sheets
consisting of helical fibers that transition smoothly from negative angles in the
subepicardium to zero degrees in the midmyocardium to positive angles in the
subendocardium. The presence of shared fibers between the left and right ventricles
indicates the coupling of mechanical and electrical activation of the two ventricles. Normal
myoarchitecture of spiraling helices throughout the ventricular walls supports the contractile
twisting and activation sequence of the heart.
Infarction causes injury to cardiac tissue, thinning of ventricular walls, and compensatory
hypertrophy, leading to abnormal mechanics. Post infarction, the myocardium enters stages
of remodeling where the injured tissue is largely replaced by collagen scar tissue. The
myoarchitecture is characterized by a fiber void in the infarct zone and a growth of a fiber
mesh-like structure penetrating the border zone. The growth of both subendocardial and
subepicardial fibers suggests the importance of both to normal cardiac functioning. This act
of remodeling provides tensile strength to the infarct zone and permits partial recovery of
mechanical function.
Further studies are needed to understand the formation of this mesh and its mechanical
influences. DSI tractography on hearts at various time stages post infarction can be used to
further investigate the sequence of fiber formation in the infarct zone. The initial formation
of subepicardial or subendocardial fibers will dictate the how the heart compensates
mechanically. The continuing development of DSI will allow non-invasive imaging of other
species, including humans, to determine whether a similar myofiber pattern is formed during
remodeling.
In contrast, the hearts obtained from the cMyBP-C knockouts displayed significant
myoarchitectural disarray, characterized by a loss of voxel-to-voxel orientational coherence
for those fibers principally located from the mid-myocardium to subendocardium resulting
in a change in the transmural progression of helix angles in the subepicardium. The
alterations in fiber pattern causes changes in force development, causing a quicker onset of
contraction and a shorter period of ejection 61, 62. The loss of the normal fiber helicity in
cMyBP-C - - hearts leads to abnormal force development during contraction and relaxation.
These results provide evidence of an association between myofilament expression and
cardiac fiber alignment, and suggest that variations in torsional rotation may constitute a
mechanism for pump failure in the setting of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Future studies using DSI to explore the development of a knockout heart at different stages
of growth would be advantageous to reveal the progression of abnormal fiber alignment
caused by the lack of cMyBP-C. It would provide further insight on the impact of cMyBP-C
on cross-bridge cycling and myosin-actin activation. Incorporation of DSI findings into a
simulation model of cardiac muscle contraction based on molecular interactions would fill
gaps in the understanding of cardiac pathology caused by the lack of cMyBP-C.
The basis of understanding heart failure lies in the way in which molecular changes in
myocyte contractility affect the local deformation and 3D alignment of myocytes. DSI and
TPM are able to extrapolate tissue-scale fiber organization from microscopic diffusion
directions and cell morphology. Such imaging methods prompt the understanding of
mechanical and electrical activation of myocytes and the coupling of function among fiber
layers. The use of DSI and TPM to reveal the 3D macroscopic myoarchitecture of normal,
infarcted, and cMyBP-C'- hearts provides such a link, and sets the stage for the development
of new therapies designed to induce normal mechanics. It will become increasingly
important to study the clinical effects of tissue engineering solutions aimed to decrease the
risk of heart failure.
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